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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The team of the University of Massachusetts Lowell (UML) and Raytheon proposes a SWAP-C (Size, 
Weight, Power, and Cost) reduction methodology based on advancements in printed interconnects and 3D 
packaging concepts which are applicable to a multitude of microwave applications including attritable 
systems, UAV electromagnetic (EM) structures, and non-traditional form factors for microwave electronics 
for the defense industry. A set of additively manufactured direct die interface, non-planar interconnects, 
EMI shielding, and non-planar RF passive elements will be demonstrated and characterized for 
performance and isolation from S- Ku band with lessons learned developed to extend to Millimeter Wave 
(mm-wave). This research will impact and further advance the following gaps that exist in the FHE 
ecosystem: capabilities to print multi-layer and multi-material systems using conducting and low-loss 
dielectric inks; optimization of printed interconnects, including printing to bare and thinned die, and 3D 
interconnects; printing of multi-purpose high-throughput Interposers; printing and integrating passive 
components for FHE integration. Moreover, the team will establish critical standards and test methods while 
developing print process parameters and characterization techniques for mechanical and electrical 
properties. 

The use of AM we propose will enable development of new UAV and attritable systems for high-frequency 
applications by providing novel non-planar structures that permit high-efficiency RF performance in a 
compact volume where multi-material, multi-axis and non-planar structure is fully printed around a thermal 
spreader for high power applications. The proposed PA Monolithic Microwave Integrated Circuit (MMIC) 
architecture features a significant footprint reduction allowing higher frequency, higher power sensors for 
air-borne and ground radar and communications applications, as well as higher frequency mm-wave 
communications for airborne and space-based missile platforms that are reliant on a small MMIC footprint 
to meet lattice spacing requirements. In the proposed architecture, multi-material and non-planar structure 
is fully printed around a thermal spreader for high power applications. This prototype will demonstrate 
technologies to enable 3D printed structures with in-situ direct write of multi-material microwave devices 
using multi-axes printers. 

As device footprints shrink to meet the requirements of these compact, high-frequency antennas, potential 
problems such as oscillations caused by crosstalk between adjacent devices/channels must be addressed. In 
this proposal, AM will be used to provide printed shielding between non-planar interconnects and isolation 
will be measured up to Ku Band. AM provides the capability of creating local common grounds at 
interconnects and at the near chip scale interposer to isolate MMIC cavities. The ability to provide printed 
multi-plane isolation cost-effectively is another key solution to developing cost-effective attritables and 
other mm-wave system solutions. 

The proposed technology increases component density within unit cell restrictions, while providing a 
better thermal path. It will allow increased power output and efficiency of dual-polarization systems and 
enable higher frequency designs through reduced antenna footprint. The primary demonstrations include the 
printed interposer, non-planar RF architecture compatible with stacked board interconnects and printed RF 
interconnects. All prototypes will utilize a fully printed approach, including 3D, 2.5D, and 2D printing. 


